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fyou were going skydiving, would you Scrooge

on a parachute? If you were about to climb a
rocky mountain, would you buy the budget
climbing ropes? And what about if you were

heading to a war front - would you look for
your flak iacket at The Reject ShoP?

\.Vhile they're all extreme scenarios, you probably

wouldn't do any of these unless you have a death

wish. Yet these are all situations in which you could
draw parallels with buying ty'res for a car.

Ty'res aren'tjust circular blackthings that go around
in circles and annoyingly wear out. Think again.

Many of the general populace rarely rnake the link
that the difference between a good qre and a crap

tyre iould literally mean life and death.

Case in point: imagine you're barrelling along a

rain-soaked highway at I l0km/h, blinded by a thick
mist, and suddenly a pair of glowing red brake lights

emerges through the greyress. It's a terrifuing, but
noI unusual, real-life scenario.

A quality tSne is much more likely to pull you up
before you head face-first into an airbag, compared
to a cheap one that mosquitoes wouldn't even breed

in. And that's a link some ]oe Bloggs wouldn't make.

Overlooking the crash-avoidance safety angle,

there plenty of benefits with performance. The

difference between a good tyre and a crap tlre means

precious seconds lapping a racetrack. There's no
point spendingyour missus's shoe budget (or, for our
female readers, your bloke's beer quota) on expensive

suspension, brakes, and power-up modifications if

the strip of rubber connecting the car and the road is

rubbish. TheA-One Duruns onTeam Mexico's Falcon

XR6 proved just that in this years' $10K Challenge'Do

yourself (and those quality suspension, brake and

engine mods) a favour and add some decent stic\
rubber to the must-have list.

"But what do I get? Aren't good ty'res pretty much

all the same?" Weil, that's where the 2009 MOTjR

\re Test comes in.
For accurate results, we've used the DriftBox to

measure each tyre's performance. And for this yea;

our test vehicle is the Audi 54. Well, tlvo of them

- including a red one to partner our yellow long-

termer. With its sharp chassis, all-wheel-drive and

reasonably solid l685kg mass, it was the perfect tool

of choice to push a tlre to its limit. The 54 comes

standard with fB x 8.O-inch alloys and 245140RIB

ty'res, which is a common performance fitment -

current-generation Falcon XRs and Commodore SSs

wear the same-size hoops from the factory.

Being brand-new, we prepared each tyre to scrub

them of their virginal ooze before testing, meaning

two laps of the big circle were in order, in both

directions. As for the semi-slicks, after being scuffed

in, each were heated up in exactly the same fashion

- weaving through the slalom.
Over the coming pages, we've comprehensively

scrubbed, pounded and tortured seven of the be$

and most-popular performance tlres on the marke!

as well as four of the most popular semi-slicks for the

track-day regulars. So read on and absorb.

OurLufly
YoU W0ULDNT hire an axe murderer

to perform brain surgery hence whY

we stuck to the front Passenge/s
seat and left the driving bit to a

professionat, 0ne of the most sought-

after Bathurst 1000 guns-for-hire,

you don't get much more consistent
than Watren Luff. With years of racing

in everything from Porsches to V8

Supercars, we neednt explain further
why he's MoIoRs first port of ca[[ for
every extreme driving duty.
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I0UNTRY !F 0R]GIN: I(OREA
MIING: SSLlt BBP: $I80

IIUNTBY 0F 0B]EIN: EERMAI{Y
MIING: S7T RBP: $626

I0UNTBY 0F 0BIGIN: HOREA

MIING: 93Ut BRP: $319

I0IJ]ITBY 0F I]BIGIN: EZEEII REPUBIJG

BAIING: S7T HBP: $725

COUNTBY 0F 0BIGIN: EERMAI{Y
MIING:S?TBBP: 5647

IOUNTBY OF OHIGIN:

EAIING: Sil,U HBP

IIUNTBY UF 0BIGIN: JAPAN
BATING:97W RRP: $400
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ROAII TYRES

SEMI-SLTEH TYRES
TUNLOP i]IREZZA O3G

TNYO PBOXES B8B8

TOYO PROXES R1B

FBITGESTONE POTENZA BEOlB
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Bve-bve
OranPark
For many itl0l08-ists, Oran Park has been a

regular haunt since they were knee-high to
Dick Johnson. At 0ran Park during our Tyre

Testing, we couldn't help but feel saddened
to see the first houses of the new Ordn Park

estate sprouting up on the northern end
of the circuit. Indeed, after many, many
years and countless memories, the Tyre Test

marked MOIOFs final wattz with one of
Australia's majestic old ladies of motorsport.

10.35 10.4 10./r5 10.5 seconds

llLSsec

98sec
llllkec
l05sec

10.4sec

9.5 9.55 9.6 9.65 9.7 9.75 9.8 9.05 9.9 9.95 10.0 10.05 10.1 10.15 10.2 10,25 10.3 10.35 10.4 10.45 10.5 seconds

T n the Wet Slalom, the skid-pan surface was freshly
I drenched bv two water trucks before each run so

Iwe could fairly measure the t),Tes' wet weather
change-of-direction capability. Ironically, just as we

finished the wet testing, Oran Park was lashed with
about 30mm of torrential rain inside 15 minutes...

The Goodyear Eagle Fl Asltnmetric was the
quickest road ty're, with nearly a second separating
the entire field. The Continental was second, just a

tenth slower, while Dunlop's SP Sportmarcx GT was
another tenth down the ranking in third place.

Curiously, the Goodyear was actually quicker in
the Wet Slalom than in the dry - repeating its results
from last year, but on a heavier car with a lot more
power and riding on an all-wheel-drive platform.

We're still unsure whether this makes it a freakishly
good wet tyre or just an average dry performer, but
we'll withhold our verdict for the moment.

Of the track-focused semi-slicks, the Dunlop
DirezzaO3G again impressed by being half-a-second
up on its nearest rival. To no-one's surprise, though,
the deep water-dispersing grooves on the road tyres
saw them outperform the semi-slicks as a group.

One shock was the ordinary showing of the
Bridgestone Potenza Adrenalin RE00l, which
excelled in this exercise last year. But after two runs
to ensure that the numbers really were correct, and a
quick check of the water coverage, the Adrenalin was

still 0.8sec slower than the Goodyear, just pipping
the Marshal Matrac FX for second-last place.

10.25r0.15l0.l9.959.99.859.89.759.79.659.6

SEMI-sLIGH TYRES
NUNLOP NIHEZZA O3G

BRI!6ISTONE POTENZA REOlB

TOYO PBI]XES H888

TOYO PROXES H1H

ROAII TYRES
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s a passenger in the 54, this test was iike
sneezing - you know it's coming and you want
it over with, so you close your eyes. But while

it's nearly impossible to keep your eyes open while
sneezing, in the passenger's seat of an 54 barrelling
along at 110km/h, you close your eyes so they don't
pop out of your head. The braking tests entailed
driving up to an indicated f f 0kmih and trying our
hardest to make the brake pedal touch the carpet
upon reaching the braking zone. Easy.

In Dry Braking, three metres separated the best
from worst in the road ty'res, with the Dunlop SP

Sportma-rx GT taking a narrow win ahead of the
Goodyear Eagle Fl Asprmetric and the Bridgestone
Potenza Adrenalin R8001.

But when it comes to braking performance, the

semi-slicks couldn't be beaten, demonstrating
exactly why they're so well-suited to the racetrack,
Even the worst-performing semi-slick stopped half-
a-metre shorter than the best road tyre. And it was

the Toyo Proxes RB88 that excelled in the dry, nearly
a metre ahead of the Dunlop DirezzaO3G.

The Federal Supersteel 595 and the Marshal Matrac
FX didn't rate well, taking almost a metre longer to

stop than the fifth-placed Continental.
Interestingly, the Bridgestone techs in attendance

noted that there was up to 180-degrees of'rim slip'

under such hard braking, but that it could vary

depending on the amount ofgrease used to bead the

tlre onto the wheel.
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ROAII TYRES
44 meters

SEMI SIICII TYRES
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SEMI SLIEI{ TYRES
IUNLOP IIBEZZA t]38

EHIIGESTt]NE POTENZA REO 1R

TOYI] PHNXES RlH

TOYO PBOXES 8888
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emember back in the introduction we talked
about safety corning first? That admirable
attitude still stands, but really, this is MOTOB

and there's something that's almost as important
to a lot of us, and that's the row of numbers on the
stopwatch with each lap of our favoudte track.

Day Two at a sunny Oran Park North Circuit saw

the racetrack element of our test. Using some of the
go-kart track, the test comprised a one-Iap warm-
up (two laps for semis) and then two hot laps before

returning to the pits for the next rubbery victim.
Last year, the track threw up a big surprise when

two of the cheapest t).res out-ran all the more-
fancied and expensive brands. However, the Federal

Supersteel 595 couldn't repeatthe feat that its 595 Evo

sibling managed last year. The 245 I 40RlB Supersteel

was comprehensively beaten by the Iapanese giants

when fitted to the 54.

When it came to the road tyres, it couldn't have

been closer. Just 0.lsec separated the top three - the

Bridgestone Potenza Adrenalin RE001 tying with the

Goodyear Eagle Fl As!'rnmetric for top spot, bothwith
a 38-second lap, ahead of the Dunlop SP Sportmaxx

Gl which was just 0.1sec slower. After spending most

of the ty're test at the bottom of the pile, the Marshal

Matrac FX impressed in this exercise, too.

Given the results of all the skidpan testing the day

before, weweren't surprisedto see the all-conquering
Dunlop Direzza 03G quickest of the semi-slicks. Al1

semis finished up in the 37s, with the Toyo Proxes

RBBB continuing its strong dry-weather performance
by nailing second place on the lap charts.

THE COURSE
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ROAII TYRES
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Thanks Conclusion
IAXTlnes!
MANY PE0PLE work behind the scenes

on M0T0R's Tyre Test, but if there
was an award for Best Performance,

it would go to our friends from

JAXQuickfit Tyres, in conjunction with
tyre-changing equipment provided

by Eagte SMF. The guys swapped tyres

more efficiently than the test crew

could roast them on the skidPan' If
thafs what they can do in a shed with
equipment from the back of a ute, they
must be wizards back in the workhop.
JAxQuickfit Tyres has stores around the
country. Cal[ 1300 FOR TYRES or go to
wwwjaxquickfit.com.au

fter 154 individual tests using 88 \Tes and two
Audi S4s, we have just two outright winners.

We must emphasise that while our testing
procedure was thorough and particular, it can never

be considered 'perfecti For that to be the case, it
would cost millions, take weeks, and be executed by
white-coats deep within a laboratory. But we took
every measure to control the variables and we're very

happywith the job done, and the consistency.

So the semi-slick winner is: the Dunlop Direzza

03G. \ rhite the results are determined solely from the

numerical data, using MOTOR's results formula, the

Direzza felt like a true semi-slick - easily the noisiest

tyre of the bunch at highway speed, but that was a

small trade-off for its impressive grip, making it a

superb tyre for track-day enthusiasts.
Of the road t].res on show, the Goodyear Eagle Fl

As1'rnmetyric gets the gong, ahead of the Dunlop SP

Sportmaxx GT, with the Continental Sportcontact 3

placing third. The Eagle excelled in the wet, where

it actually beat its dry slalom time, and equalled its

dry performance in the wet Lateral G. It performed

similarly lastyear, too, in a2l5l45Rl7 size.

The defending MOTOR Tlre Test champion, the

Bridgestone Potenza Adrenalin RE001, couidn't
repeat its performance from last year's Clio on this
year's 54. Impressive in the dry, it was the Adrenalin's
wet-weather performance that let it down a bit.

For the results to be so close, though, is testament

to the strength of this year's field. No ty're here is a

dud, with our selection a slice of the best-value

performance tyres currently available in Australia.

Last, but not least, no safety cones were harmed in
the making of this Tyre Test. Nice work Luffy. f,f,
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